ON ANGEL RECORDS FOR THE FIRST TIME!

THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA

BRAHMS: Double Concerto in A minor, OISTRAKH and ROSTROPOVICH with SZEIFF conducting. 36032.

BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D. OISTRAKH and SZELL. 36033.

AND THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY


BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra. KODALY: Dances of Galasata. OZAKA, ARDE. 36035.

$4.20 per record (stereo only)

Swordsmen spear two

Friday and Saturday were good days for the Tech fencers as they routed Dartmouth and Trinity. Trinity and Brandeis (bearers of Tech's major competitors for the New England Championships to be held at Dartmouth on March 7.)

In Friday and Saturday's matches the sabre team which has oft been a chink in Tech's armor showed its true mettle. Against Dartmouth, the scoring was led by the sabre team which won all but its last match, for an 8-1 margin. Wally Miller '71 and Jon Abrahamson '72 were 3-0 with Captain Dave Rapoport '70 winning two.

Tenner team finished with a 6-3 record led by undefeated Guy Pommers (3-0), Vinic Fazio '70 and Don D'Amico '72 contributed two and one victories respectively. Folt, after the strongest squad, finished low with a 4-5 record. Mike Asherman '72 and Jon Sachs '71 each won two matches.

Against Trinity, both foil and sabre destroyed all opposition as each squad was five of five, six boats each. Substitutions were made in the middle of the second round, and though the final score was MIT 14–Trinity 13, this was a decisive victory. Mike Asherman (3-0) and Jon Sachs (2-0) were undefeated in their matches while Nick Lazaris '72 was 2-1.

In sabre, Abrahamson and Rapoport went 2-0-1, Peter Hwang '71 was 1-0, and Miller added one victory for a 6-3 Tech advantage. The score was definitively off, losing all but one match, won by Don D'Amico, for a 1-14 record.

The record team now stands at 9-3 with only WPI left in the fall, their third and final match will be at home today at 7 pm. The team has 10 days to prepare for the New England's.

Then, on March 13 and 14, MIT will host the IFA Eastern Intercollegiate Championships, MIT, Harvard, and Yale represent New England against the overpowering New York teams who have always dominated the competition.

Rifle streak stopped at ten

By Robert Gibson and Karl Lamson

Seven records fell over the weekend and at least three were survived by only one point each as a Tech pistol and rifleman took on some of their toughest competition of the season, notching two wins against one loss in extremely hard-fought matches. The flier attempted Wentworth Institute but lost to record-breaking Coast Guard team despite breaking the MIT teams.

The MIT flier attempted Wentworth Institute but lost to record-breaking Coast Guard team despite breaking the MIT teams.

The rifle teams have been getting a lot of attention lately and are doing very well in competition with three matches remaining before sectionals in late March.

On Saturday morning the riflemen went to work again, but not as successfully this time. They were outclassed by an exceptionally accurate Coast Guard team with a 284. The MIT range record, set less than 24 hours before by Lamson, was broken by Moore of Coast Guard with a 284. The MIT range record set for was also broken by Coast Guard with their 1384. This 1384 was also a new high score for the Coast Guard team.

The New England Championships to be held this season that the riflemen have

The attack was led by excel- lent performances from Al Smith '71 and John Good '72, who both recorded their best personal efforts ever with 849

The attack was led by excellent performances from Al Smith '71 and John Good '72, who both recorded their best personal efforts ever with 849.

Don Flint '71 posted an 818, despite severe problems in the final section. And Robert Gibson '72 added 827 (also a personal high for collegiate competition) after blowing the very last target. Captain Dave Asbell '70 backed up the effort with an 824.